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Father Graham reaches Sweet 16

University president reflects upon changes in campus appearance, students
BY ERICA LAMPERT
Staff Writer
Much like teenagers can
look back on their childhoods
and note — sometimes to
their parents’ dismay — just
how much they have changed
during their short lifespans,
Father Michael Graham,
president, can look back on
his 16 years at Xavier and
note just how much campus
has changed. Unlike the aforementioned parents, however,
he views these changes with
pride and excitement.
“It’s usual for alumnus who
graduated in the ‘50s or ‘60s
to come back here and go,
‘Whoa, this place doesn’t even
look like it used to,’” Graham
said. “Now what happens is
that students who graduated from the mid-90s or early
2000s still come back here and
go ‘Whoa,’ because the place
looks so different.”
Throughout
Graham’s
time at Xavier, he has witnessed and been involved in
the reconstruction of Alter
Hall, the construction of the
Fenwick dorms, the construction of Smith Hall and the
Williams College of Business, the construction of the
Conaton Learning Commons
and the development and construction of University Station.
“I think in about 2000, we
had about 120 acres, and we
have over 200 now,” Graham
said. “That’s a big, big differ-

ence.”
He has also been involved
with some of the more recent
changes that range from the
new walking area in front of
Bellarmine Chapel to changes
in the Yard to the steps alongside the Gallagher Student
Center.
Most recently, he has
worked on the development
of new buildings and projects
such as the HUB, which is set
to break ground soon.
“The physical campus is
a completely different campus in some ways,” Graham
said. “It has the old campus
at its center, if you will, and
it is so built-out around it. It’s
become a very user-friendly
place where people can hang
out.”
Of all these developments,
however, he cites perhaps one
of the simplest as his favorite
— the white chairs sprinkled
across the Yard that students
frequently utilize.
“One of my favorite things
are the white chairs,” Graham said. “Everybody loves
the white chairs. It was such
a cool idea.”
In addition to the large
number of physical changes
on campus, Graham has seen
numerous changes to the student body, especially in terms
of enrollment. He expressed
pride that this increase in student population has not, in his
view, deterred the university
from living out its Jesuit heri-

“One of my favorite things are the white
chairs. Everybody loves the white chairs.
It was such a cool idea.”
-Father Michael Graham, president,
about some of his favorite additions
throughout his 16 years at Xavier

Newswire photo by Sydney Sanders

ConneX is just one example of the many developments that Father Michael Graham, president, has witnessed
during his time at Xavier. He noted that the campus has drastically changed throughout his 16 years here.

tage and values.
“One thing I am really
pleased about is that this increase in students has not
compromised our ability to
exercise the care of a person
that is at the heart of a Jesuit
community,” Graham said.
Enrollment itself aside, another important development
Graham takes pride in is the
increasing number of out-ofstate students.
“The students are also different,” Graham said. “It used
to be that the undergraduate
population used to be heavily
from Ohio and regional — so

within a 100-mile radius. Now
60 percent of our students
come from outside the state of
Ohio and beyond the region.”
In addition to more outof-state students attending
Xavier, there has also been
an increase in the number of
first-generation students who
attend the university, along
with students of color. Graham is happy to see this increase in the diversity of the
student body, as he noted that
it has brought new perspectives and ideas to the campus
as a whole.
“They bring a new geo-

graphical perspective that is
richer and more diverse, and I
think a more diverse student
body is a better student body
period,” Graham said. “We
have a better student body
than we had before, and we
are more true to mission than
we were before.”
As he continues to move
through this “teenage” phase
of his tenure as president,
Graham eagerly anticipates
new changes to come and
looks forward to watching the
campus grow, both in terms
of its physical features and in
terms of its student body.
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Writing concentration introduced

es in creative writing,” Frey
said. “Or if they’re interested
in going into journalism, or
writing for social media or online writing, they can kind of
pick and choose which courses they take to customize in
those ways.”
While the faculty’s hopes
for the new concentration are
high, there has been concern
about the move. Unlike other
universities that have larger
student populations and, thus,
have the space for two or more
different English major programs, this fall semester’s English senior seminar contains
only 10 students.
When asked about this issue, Frey said that the goal is
not to split up the major “but
to give the students who major in English more options so
they can focus more on literature, focus more on writing,
Newswire photo by Hannah Paige Michels
6WXGHQWVDUHQRZDEOHWRPDMRULQ(QJOLVKZLWKDFRQFHQWUDWLRQLQZULWLQJ7KHQHZPDMRUZLOOJLYHVWXGHQWVWKHÁH[LELOLW\WRWDNHFODVVHVLQDUHDV but to keep it together as an
that interest them such as journalism, writing for social media or creative writing. Niamh O’Leary says this change is in response to student input.
overlapping program.” Frey
BY SOONDOS MULLAfeels that providing this flexOSSMAN
in the environments they cur- has ballooned,” O’Leary said. tract English majors include ibility for students will draw
Copy Editor
rently work in.
“Clearly that’s something stu- “important skills in writing more students into picking up
After years of gradual de“English majors are kind dents want: more writing ed- and communication.”
the English major with writvelopment and feedback from of known for their writing ucation.”
“If we think about even ing concentration as either a
students, faculty, families and skills, their reading skills, that
Frey recalled her account in digital media platforms, second major or a switch from
alumni, the English major they can communicate, and of X-Day last year, when she we have email, we have on- another.
with writing concentration this really sort of taps into was meeting with perspective line websites, we have press
“It’s kind of a multi-faceted
has been unveiled. Unlike the that need,” Frey said.
students and families about releases, we have all of this approach to a vitally importtraditional English major,
When conversation about the English program.
stuff that is writing based,” ant skill, and it’s something
which is literature-based— a writing concentration first
“Several parents asked, Frey said. She added that this students are telling us they
focusing on the analysis and began to develop, the writing ‘Well do you have a writing is just one example of how want, so I’m excited,” O’Leary
interpretation of
various minor became available to stu- major? Can my child major companies searching for new said.
texts—the English major dents. Dr. Niamh J. O’Leary, in writing?’” Frey said. “I had hires are attracted to writing
Frey agreed, feeling it will
with writing concentration associate English professor to keep saying, ‘Not yet, but skills.
serve “in ways that will help
instead focuses more on pro- and director of the First-Year we’re looking into it now.’”
An additional benefit to the (students) get the job they
fessional writing. Writing Seminar program had the
According to a pamphlet concentration is that it can be want, help them toward the
Program Director and assis- opportunity to watch the mi- advertising the new English customized to the student’s career path that they’re looktant professor Dr. Renea Frey nor’s growth.
major with writing concen- professional needs.
ing forward to… I think that
said professional writing is
“Over the last several years tration, a 2016 Forbes article
“If the student is interest- this concentration is designed
the skill English alumni felt since (the writing minor’s) states that many of the high- ed in creative writing, they really specifically with that in
they needed in order to excel creation, the enrollment in it est-paying professions that at- can take all of their cours- mind.”
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SAC to put on first Lip Sync Battle
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The Spike-inspired event is replacing the controversial Mr. Muskie pageant
BY HYEHYUN HWANG
Staff Writer

The Student Activities
Council (SAC) invited the
Xavier student body to join
in its first ever Lip Sync Battle to maximize inclusivity
on campus. University Spirit
Committee member and chair
member for the Lip Sync Battle Lauren Gierla spoke on
SAC’s motivation and goals in
hosting this event and offered
details about how the event
will be run.
Gierla said that Mr. Muskie, a male beauty pageant, was
usually held during this time
of year. However, SAC decided to forsake what it deemed a
relatively exclusive event and
launch the gender-inclusive
event Lip Sync Battle.
With the changing campus climate, SAC wanted to
deviate from gender exclusive events like Mr. Muskie,
which had only been open to
male students, as a response
to efforts made to promote
inclusivity on campus. Gierla
said that SAC members reflected on how they were ask-

ing the student body to judge
their peers and decided that
Mr. Muskie wasn’t the most
appropriate way to do that.
However, students enjoyed
the talent presented at Mr.
Muskie and wanted to keep
that.
After a couple of discussions, SAC members decided
to take on the Lip Sync Battle project to encourage more
inclusive events to be held on
campus. Every Xavier club
has been invited to participate
in the event and potentially win money to put toward
their club budgets.
The clubs will prepare
a song with choreography
to perform in the Gallagher Student Center Theater.
Each club will be paired with
a choreography coach from
Xavier’s dance team and is required to rehearse together at
least twice before the performance.
The clubs will perform
their individual songs on
stage. Three judges will then
select the top three acts, and
these acts will be asked to per-

Photo courtesy of www.algomau.ca
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form a random song on the
spot to show off their improv
skills.
“There will be no time to
prepare, they’ll just have to get
up there and do it,” Gierla said.
After the improv battle
ends, audience members vote
to rank the three acts first,
second and third.
“I think it’s going to be a
really, really cool show just to

display all the different kinds
of people we have on campus,”
Gierla said.
Gierla said that SAC’s ultimate goal is to motivate other
organizations to host community-fostering events like the
Lip Sync Battle.
“More community: We
want to foster that even more
by bringing a bunch of clubs
together to do something

really fun and exciting,” Gierla said. “We also hope that
everyone, whether you’re a
freshman nursing major or a
senior business major, no matter what you are, you’ll want
to come to this.”
The Lip Sync Battle will be
open to all Xavier students at
no cost on Tuesday, Nov. 7, at
7 p.m. in the Gallagher Theater.

Alliance hosts inaugural ‘Hallowqueen’ drag show

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI;DYLHU/*%74$OOLDQFH2UJ6\QF
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BY BRITTANY WELLS
Staff Writer
Xavier’s LGBTQ Alliance
welcomed approximately 500
faculty, students and staff as
well as a few students from
the University of Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky
University’s LGBTQ alliance
groups, to its inaugural “Hallowqueen” drag show last
Thursday.
“It really means a lot to Alliance, and queer students in
general, when we see this kind
of support,” co-president of
LGBTQ Alliance Erich Finch
said.
The Duff Banquet Hall was
filled to the brim with Katy,
Kesha and Britney, along with

rainbow lights, an energetic
audience and, as Dustin Lewis
described it, “the rich history that both drag queens and
kings provide.” A slide show
displayed images and facts
relating to drag history, such
as “drag during Shakespeare’s
time,” “Stonewall” and “drag
as seen today.”
Additionally, a slide titled
“Important Distinction” read,
“a person in drag is putting
on a costume and usually
entertains through mockery,
but at the end of the day acknowledges that they identify with their sex assigned at
birth. A person who is transgender takes their gender
identity seriously and truly

is that gender, even though it
does not match their biological sex.”
The set list included drag
queens, a drag king and even
a bio diva. Music ranged from
Nicki Minaj to Michael Jackson.
Oliver-Rose Baker, logistics coordinator for Xavier
LGBTQ Alliance, explained
that students were able to tip
the performers with single
dollar bills during the show.
“Queer people who were
doing drag weren’t making a
lot of money, so people would
tip to support the community
and the art of drag,” Sophomore Communications Chair
Molly Schramm said. “That’s

why I tip.”
Throughout the performance, audience members respectfully tipped the queens
and king.
Trinity Taylor, the headliner for the evening who was
recently on the ninth season
of RuPaul’s Drag Race, joked
with the audience, “I feel kinda bad taking money from
college kids!”
LGBTQ Alliance received
$2,000 from the Student Government Association to fund
the free tickets for students,
as well as financial support
from the E/RS program. The
Executive Board thanked the
Center for Diversity and Inclusion as well as Associate

Director of Student Involvement Dustin Lewis and the
Assistant Director of the
Center for Diversity and Inclusion Kelsey O’Neil for their
support.
The audience was comprised of people who identified as straight and queer,
cis-gendered and trans, men
and women and everything in
between. More than half of
the room raised their hands
when the host, Sarah Jessica
Darker, asked if there were
any “drag virgins” in the
room.
“The community has been
supportive,” Finch said. “No
one has made any homophobic
comments.”
“I’m so proud of the Alliance execs,” O’Neil said. “It’s
been a great opportunity for
them.”
The students on the Executive Board of Xavier LGBTQ
Alliance began its planning
for the event back in March.
“Alliance has been trying
to put on a drag show for
years,” Vice President Jac
Fox said. “The fact that we’re
finally able to put on a show
is a huge step forward for the
university as far as inclusion
and affirming a queer community through diverse performers.”
For more information on
the event, check out @xavieralliance on Instagram, #hallowqueen on social media or
Xavier LGBTQ Alliance on
Facebook and OrgSync. Xavier LGBTQ Alliance meets
Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in GSC
330. Students of all sexual
and gender orientations are
always welcome.
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Doxxed: XU student traumatized

A senior had her private life suddenly go public when her profile was hacked

Photo courtesy of Kevin Thomas

Senior entrepreneurial studies and management major Amber Lauze was “doxxed” over the summer. Doxxing occurs when a person has their personal information leaked online. It came
to attention in the 2014 “Gamergate” controversy, where two women who were advocating for more female representation in video games had their private lives exposed to the public.

BY SAVIN MATTOZZI
Staff Writer

Doxxing is when a person’s
personal information is leaked
As senior Amber Lauze online, typically on forums or
recalls, it was a beautiful social media. It has been used
mid-summer day in Auburn, recently to oust White nationMaine. She was on her way alists at rallies in an attempt to
to Dunkin’ Donuts to catch get them fired from their jobs
up with a friend when an odd and alienated from friends and
Facebook message caught her family. This tactic, however, is
eye.
neither new nor exclusive to
Usually, she wouldn’t an- ousting White nationalists.
swer, but the messages were
Originating in the hacker
persistent and the person community, doxxing was a
was claiming to have import- way to get revenge on othant information. He started er hackers by exposing them
flinging insults, calling her a to the community, which was
“whore” and saying she gave largely anonymous. It gained
Bernie Sanders’ supporters a somewhat more mainstream
bad name. He then proceeded notoriety after the “Gamerto send her screenshots of a gate” controversy, when feconversation she had with a male journalists and gamers
man on the dating site OkCu- who advocated for more fepid, including intimate pho- male representation in video
tos she sent the man she was games were doxxed in the
talking with.
fall of 2014. Most infamous“When it happened you ly, female game developer Zoe
know, heart drop, fear, can’t Quinn and gamer and actor
talk, wanting to cry, showing Felicia Day both received
my friend the messages, her death threats and had their
suggesting ‘let’s go back to home addresses put online.
your
house,
These threats
we need to tell Originating in the largely origyour parents,’” hacker communi- inated
and
Lauze said.
were
dissemity, doxxing was a
“Nobody
nated on sites
wants to admit way to get revenge like
4chan
to their par- on other hackers and
Reddit.
ents ‘I agreed by exposing them Both sites are
to casual sex, I to the community known
for
agreed to send
attracting
a
photos.’
All which was largely wide audience.
anonymous.
of this stuff
W h a t
is happening,
Lauze expeand it’s also political.”
rienced was much more ranLauze, now an entrepre- dom, yet it was nonetheless
neurial studies and manage- a targeted attack. Lauze later
ment major here at Xavier, found out that the people who
had been “doxxed.”
doxxed her were Trump sup-

porters from 4chan who made
fake dating profiles on OkCupid, posing as Black men.
This claim could not be independently confirmed by the
Newswire.
She said the people who
were out to get her were looking for Bernie supporters that
were in relationships. She
stated on her profile that she
was polygamous, in a relationship and included the hashtag
#bernie2016.
“I had found out that the
person with the fake profile
had sent copies, or screenshots, of all of the photos
and all of the conversations
to everybody on my Facebook
friends list,” Lauze said. She
thought to herself, while the
messages were coming in, “I’m
not going to, but I understand
why people kill themselves
over this kind of thing... It really is so severe, it really f****
with you, it f**** with you so
hard because you can’t hide
anything at that point.”

Local police stations rare- take to protect their identily deal with cybercrime, but ty online. Downloading Tor
Lauze thought she would give Browser, which bounces your
it a shot.
IP address among different
“I went
destinations,
to the po- There are steps peo- makes it hard
lice office
to track your
first to see ple can take to pro- actual location.
if
they tect their identity on- Other steps incould do line. Downloading Tor clude privatizanything Browser, which bounc- ing social meabout it,
dia and hiding
and they es your IP address i n f o r m a t i o n
basically among different desti- like your Snaptold me nations, makes it hard map on Snap‘ y o u ’ r e to track your actual lo- chat.
out
of
Even with
luck, the cation.
these precauInter net
tions, Lauze
is the Wild West,’” Lauze said. warns that if someone wants
It was months until some- to doxx you, even the most
one hacked the thread on careful of persons can do little
8chan — a subset of 4chan to prevent it.
— and removed all of her in“It’s just a fact of having
formation, in addition to oth- the Internet. It’s just going to
er threads. Others are not so be a consistent threat,” Lauze
fortunate. Their information said. “If somebody doesn’t like
is still floating around on fo- you, and they’re good enough,
rums with no end in sight.
they can find your info, and
There are steps people can they can doxx you.”

Want to write for the
Newswire?
You have the chance to write about
what’s going on at Xavier, just email
us at newswire@xavier.edu

U.S. & World News
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Spencer’s on the road & UC is next
The self-proclaimed White nationalist spoke in Gainesville, Fl., last Thursday

Photo courtesy of David J Phillip

Richard Spencer was met by protestors that outnumbered his supporters at the University of Florida last Thursday. The next stop on his “college
recruiting tour” will be the University of Cincinnati, which is hosting him because the administration feared a lawsuit for refusing to let him speak.

BY RILEY HEAD
home Spencer.”
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Protesters outnumbered

White nationalist Richard
Spencer visited the University
of Florida’s (UF) campus in
Gainesville last Thursday and
has his eyes set on the University of Cincinnati (UC).
Spencer took the stage at the
Phillips Center just after 2:45
p.m and was met immediately with resounding boo’s and
taunting chants such as “Go

Spencer’s supporters almost
10 to one and kept up a relentless stream of heckling
throughout his speech, leading to several moments of
frustration from Spencer. He
was engaged with the crowd
and responded directly to
chants — focusing on the
hecklers than his actual supporters — saying “I’m not go-

ing home, I will stand here all
day if I have to.”
Security was a major concern for UF. Violent riots
followed a speech by Spencer
last summer at the University of Virginia, resulting
in the death of one student
and prompted UF to increase
the number of police officers
present by drawing manpower from the surrounding
counties. The state of Florida

   
Oct. 18, 6:12 p.m. —
Xavier Police received a
report of a theft from the
Xavier Bookstore in Gallagher Student Center. Bookstore employees identified a
student shoplifting and referred them to the code of
conduct process.
Oct. 20, 7:42 p.m. —
A student attempting to
purchase alcohol with a
fictitious ID at a concession stand in Cintas Center
during the Muskie Madness event was referred to
the code of conduct process.
Oct. 20, 9:57 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Cincinnati Police with a report
of shots fired on Idlewild
Avenue. An investigation
revealed that a vehicle had
been shot at in the intersection of Idlewild Avenue and
Brewster Avenue. The suspect vehicle was last seen
leaving the area on Brew-

  





Someone got too
spooky, too soon...
Oct. 19, 11:32 p.m. —
Xavier Police investigated a report of a person
wearing a black morphsuit who was acting
suspicious and walking
through Alter Hall and
Hailstones Hall. A student was identified and
referred to the code of
conduct process.

ster Avenue in an unknown direction. There were no members of the Xavier community
involved, and a public safety
notice was issued.
Oct. 21, 1:01 a.m. — Xavier Police investigated a report

of a loud, off campus party
in the 900 block of Dana
Avenue. Three students living at the residence were
cautioned and the students
ended the party.
Oct. 21, 9:00 a.m. — A
student reported their laptop missing from their vehicle, which was parked in
the Smith Lot. The student
called back approximately
four hours later to say that
they had found their laptop
in the Alumni Center.

declared a state of emergency, and the city of Gainesville
was on high alert throughout
the days leading up.
Spencer is on what he has
called a “college recruiting
tour.” This event thrust UF
into the ongoing debate about
what constitutes protected
speech and the extent of its
limits. Spencer is the president of the National Policy
Institute, a leader of the “alt-

right” movement and a proponent of the White nationalist
movement that advocates for
a White “awakening” and a
White ethno-state.
UC is now facing this same
free speech debate, as it is
one of the next universities
scheduled on Spencer’s tour.
UC has been in deliberations
on whether it should allow the
self-proclaimed White nationalist to speak. However, due
to its position as a public university, administrators feared
they would face a lawsuit
if they denied Spencer’s request. Members of the Board
of Trustees condemned hate
when addressing Spencer’s
upcoming visit to campus.
“Hate has no place on our
campus or in our world,” the
board said in a statement at a
meeting on Oct. 17. “We, the
Board of Trustees, denounce
prejudice and racism and
fully embrace the diversity
that makes our university so
great.”
UC President Neville Pinto also said Spencer’s request
to speak “is provoking fear in
our community especially for
those who are direct targets
of his hate, prejudice and racism.”
Spencer’s speech is currently scheduled for Saturday.
However, there are rumors
that the speech at UC will be
delayed to a later date.

Week in review

What you may have missed
 Chad was added to the
list of countries affected
by the travel ban after
failing to provide a recent
passport sample because
it simply lacked enough
passport paper (Oct. 18).
 A student at McNeese
State University gave a
police officer who had
recently arrested her
a cookie cake with the
words, “Sorry I tried
to bite you,” written in
frosting after drunkenly attempting to assault
him (Oct. 19).
 A Chinese tech game

where users are asked
to “clap” by tapping the
screen as many times as
they can during a 19 second clip of the Chinese
president speaking has
been played more than
400 million times (Oct.
19).
 A Canadian man was
fined $149 for “disturbing the peace” while driving and singing “Gonna
Make You Sweat (Everybody Dance Now)” after
officers pulled him over
because they believed
they heard someone
scream (Oct. 22).

Oct. 23, 1:07 p.m. — A
student turned in a spent
shell casing to Xavier Police that they found on the
ground near the St. Francis
Xavier statue.
Oct. 23, 4:48 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted staff
in removing a student from
the Xavier Bookstore in Gallagher Student Center who
had previously been warned
to stay out of the building.

Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Players can clap for the Chinese President in a hit new mobile game.
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SGA Executive endorsement

The Newswire staff’s evaluations of the three tickets are detailed below
Though this year’s SGA
Executive Election presents
three tickets, one fewer than
last year’s election, the candidates are nonetheless equally
as strong as previous cycles.
ASR, JBC and VMR present thoughtful ideas in their
platforms and bring a wide
breadth of experiences and
passions to the student body.
The Newswire interviewed
each ticket in addition to hosting a public debate and reviewing their platforms and
qualifications. Based on the
performances of each ticket,
the Newswire has decided to
endorse JBC. This decision
was by no means easy — a testament to the strength of this
year’s field — and was based
on a predetermined scoring
system. This endorsement
does not reflect the opinion of
one editor but rather the evaluation of seven members of
the editorial staff.
Below are the official evaluations of each ticket in terms
of passion, feasibility, balance
and professionalism as well
as an overall grade that represents the average of their
combined scores.

Passion

we felt that they did not come
together as a group enough to
mesh those passions and formulate solid plans based on
those ideas.

Feasibility

All three tickets highlighted similar areas of focus, and
all three presented a wide
range of projects and ideas to
implement in the coming year.
JBC emerged as the frontrunner because they were
able to explain most clearly
the steps needed to implement their plans as well as
what they have done so far.
VMR and ASR both scored
lower in this category because each of their platforms
contained at least one plan
that was nearly impossible to
implement or contained little
explanation of how it could
be carried out.
While we liked many of
their other ideas, we felt that
neither ticket fully articulated how their ideas could be
implemented or what progress they had made toward
doing so.

Balance

An area that was certainly
not lacking was passion; all
three tickets feature individuals who are passionate about
different aspects of campus
life and making a change in
those areas. In our evaluation
for this category, we examined
not only the passions of the
individual candidates themselves but also how those passions translate into the ticket
as a whole. JBC and VMR
were neck-in-neck, and it was
ultimately a slightly greater
sense of cohesion that gave
the former the edge.
While it was clear that the
members of VMR each had
their individual areas of passion, we felt they did not gel
quite as much as JBC. The
members of ASR clearly have
several areas about which
they feel strongly and would
like to make a difference, but

SGA candidates run as a
team, and the winning ticket
must govern that way. We define balance as both a shared
vision and a shared workload amongst all three ticket
members. As pointed out in
the debate, none of the tickets exhibit perfect balance,
and this will prove a challenge no matter which group
takes office.
While both VMR and JBC
performed well in this category, VMR comes out on
top because they demonstrated the most communication
skills and had the most evenly distributed answers during
the interview and debate.
They also displayed the most
even distribution of work in
creating their platforms.
JBC also did well in these
areas and ranks below VMR

THE STAFF
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Why aren’t women of color celebrated?
Congratulations, if you are
a Black woman you are officially a double minority!
What does a double minority mean? This mean you
get double the stereotypes,
double the discrimination and
double the emotional burden
of simply being human. It is
sad that we live in a society
where humanity is unequally
distributed based on gender.
Because of this factor, Black
women do not take enough
time to celebrate their unique
selves and accomplishments.
This is why movements
such as #Blackgirlsrock,
#Blackgirlpower and #Blackgirlmagic were created, to validate the fact that Black women are indeed strong, powerful
and visible. Statistics show
Black women are currently
the number one most educated group in America. So why
aren’t we celebrated?
Two weekends ago I, along
with fellow TRiO SS students,
attended a Women of Color
Science Technology Engineering Mathematics (WOCSTEM) conference held in
Detroit. Shania Tsupros defined STEM as the “Interdisciplinary approach to learning where rigorous academic
concepts are coupled with real-world lessons as students
apply science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
in contexts that make connections between school, community, work and the ability to
compete in the new economy.”
Universally,
this
field
of study is recognized as a

Photo courtesy of Enlara Ndum

Pictured above (from left to right) Oreofe, Enlara Ndum, Presley Owusu-Bonsu, Qyela January, Dr.Daniel
McSpadden, Shadiyah Cammack, Ashlee Elijha, Roslyn Davis and Zion Williams at the WOCSTEM conference.

male-driven profession that
completely ignores the women who thrive in it. The purpose of this conference was
to recognize the achievement
of well-established women
of color (WOC) in the STEM
field.
This conference offered a
networking and professional
development event, uniting
WOC from all over the nation. The conference held collaborative seminars and experience-sharing sessions and
hosted a formal recognition
gala honoring extraordinary
accomplishment of WOC
who have excelled in STEM.
Knowing that we defeated
all the stereotypes of what

society expected us to be as
Black women. A lady I met at
the conference has been an engineer for more than 30 years,
paving the way for present
WOC engineers at NASA. She
laughed and quoted “I am no
longer a hidden figure.” This
was an empowering moment
for me because in the movie
Hidden Figures, WOC physically, mentally and emotionally battled against the discrimination that was thrown
at them every day.
Today we still endure this
same cycle of discrimination
and oppression.
I found this conference refreshing because it positively
fed into my intersecting iden-

tities of being a Black woman and a Black woman in the
STEM field. This conference
cultivated these identities that
I have into becoming fruitful
in the future.
So why aren’t we celebrated?
As Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie has taught us, “We
live in a society where we
teach our girls to see each other as competitors, not for jobs
and accomplishment, which I
think can be a good thing, but
for the attention of men.”
This conference teaches us,
Black women, how not to feed
into these societal norms but
to go against it by celebrating each other in love and sis-

terhood. In one of our small
groups, we discussed what
it means to be a Black woman working in the corporate
world. We shared experiences
of how we have to navigate
code switching, being afraid
of how co-workers would
perceive us if we come in with
different hairstyles and having to filter some of our identities in order to “fit in.” We
had in-depth conversations
on different ways to navigate
sexism in the work place, and
we encouraged each other to
speak up for ourselves.
The only way to be heard
is to speak. As simple as this
may seem, it is very difficult
for women because we have
been taught to be submissive
and silent for the majority of
our lives. The WOCSTEM
reminded us that we are powerful beings, and we are valued and appreciated in every
aspect of ourselves. I see power, therefore I am power.

Enlara Ndum is a senior
health services administration major and guest
writer for the Newswire
from Bamenda, Cameroon.

A White girl’s guide to: Straight privilege

This installment of “A
White Girl’s Guide to Privilege” explores my experience
as a privileged person examining heterosexual privilege.
When Tracey DuEst, the
associate director of Institutional Diversity & Inclusion,
first came out at University
of Massachusetts Amherst in
1992, she said, “I have to tell
you something really difficult
and if you don’t want to be
my friend or won’t love me, I’ll
understand.” Now when parents at her children’s schools
ask, “Are you Trey and Tera’s
mom?” she smiles and says
“I’m one of them.”
The privileges inherited
through heterosexuality include not needing to come
out and an assumption that

Brittany Wells is a
first-year Montessori education major and staff
writier for the Newswire
from Cincinnati.

the open expression of their
romantic and sexual preferences will not incite backlash,
but they don’t stop there. According to a recent U.S. study,
9 million homosexual Americans continually come out to
co-workers, friends and even
strangers every day. At times,
one’s homosexuality is invisible, but at other times, it is impossible to hide. Coming out is
a personal choice and a lifelong
process that can be unnerving
and exhausting.
“I wouldn’t feel like I could
be my authentic self otherwise. The process of coming
out never ends,” DuEst said.
“It’s a constant vulnerable decision … no matter how comfortable you are. Sometimes
it’s an assessment of if it’s safe
or not.”
Coming out is significant
for those who aren’t heterosexual, because it acknowledges ownership of oneself
in a world that may not love
all of you. When highlighting
what makes anyone who they
are, it is essential to identify what makes them unique.
DuEst mentioned an activity she sometimes facilitates,
called “Name Five Things,” in
which the participants write
down five qualities essential

to who they are. She then asks
them to cross one off, and then
another and then another.
Many of the participants become upset, sad and even angry that they are asked to do
this, saying, “How can I cross
off any of these! They are
all equally essential to who I
am!” In the same way when
we ask students, faculty, staff
or friends and family to leave
a piece of themselves at the
door, we may as well ask them
to not even bother entering.
A 2013 Pew Research Center survey discovered that “21
percent of LGBT respondents had been treated unfairly by an employer in hiring,
pay, or promotions.” DuEst
hasn’t felt she’s been part of
that 21 percent.
She said that since beginning her work at Xavier in
September of 2016, she has yet
to experience discrimination.
However, she recognizes that
this isn’t true for everyone.
“Because of my position
(of privilege) on campus I feel
safe being who I am…I don’t
experience what some students, faculty and staff experience…I want people on campus to be more understanding
and educated about what it is
like to be LGBTQIA+ on a Je-

suit Catholic campus … there tive and are common reactions
has been a lot of progress, but that many privileged people
there is room for growth. I’m fall back on to avoid “getting
hoping I can use my position comfortable being uncomfortand my voice to help other able.” It’s about setting aside
LGBTQIA+ students, staff our egos to understand the
and faculty feel comfortable perspectives of others. I am
being all of who they are.”
proud to attend a school with
DuEst is fulfilling her mis- faculty and staff so dedicated
sion to “get
to the holiscomforttic celebraQuestions straight peoable being
tion of all
ple are afraid to ask:
uncomfortof its stuable”
by
dents.
What does LGBTQIA+
being on a
Further
stand for, and why are
committee
resourcthere more letters added?
to help carry
es on the
Answer can be found
out Xavier’s
topic
can
online at xaviernewsfive-year Dibe
found
at
wire.com
versity and
the Center
Inclusion
for DiversiStrategic
ty and InPlan.
clusion. Further reading and
Heterosexual privilege is learning on the topic can be
a sticky topic for many who found in Ash Beckham’s Ted
view homosexuality as sin or Talk, “We’re all hiding somewho feel sex in general should thing.” “Let’s find the courbe private, often as a result of age to open up, Heterosexual
the stigma around sexuality Questionnaire,” by Martin
or their religious beliefs. Stig- Rochlin, Ph.D., found on admas stops genuine interaction, vocatesforyouth.org, and the
vulnerable communication and five-year Diversity and Incluindividuals within marginal- sion Strategic Plan found on
ized groups from being openly Xavier’s website. Additionalproud of their entire identity.
ly, Xavier LGBTQ Alliance
Recognizing our own privi- meetings welcome respectful
lege isn’t about shame or guilt, students of all sexual, romanboth of which are unproduc- tic and gender backgrounds.
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Women’s soccer makes XU history
First-year coach Nate Lie leads his team to its first ever Big East Tournament

BY LUKE FELICIANO
Sports Editor
The Xavier women’s soccer team clinched its first
ever Big East Tournament
bid with a 2-1 win over the
Seton Hall Pirates at home
last Thursday.
The Musketeers controlled
the lead in the first half, getting a goal from freshman
forward Sydney Schembri in
the 28th minute. The goal
was assisted on a header pass
from sophomore midfielder
Abby O’Keefe. With the goal
against Seton Hall, Schembri collected her sixth of the
season, which is a team high.
That brings her total points
through goals and assists to
12 on the season, which also
leads the team.
Seton Hall tied the game
halfway through the second
half with a goal in the 67th
minute off the foot of Lauren
Hall.
Ten minutes later, O’Keefe
tallied her second assist of
the game with a lob pass to
redshirt senior forward Tori
Doss, who proceeded to score

The victory against Seton
Hall was the team’s eighth
win on the season. The Musketeers have performed particularly well at home with a
record of 7-2-3 when playing
at the XU Soccer Complex.
Lie attributes the team’s
success on the pitch this year
as a result of “energy, selflessness, bravery and a willingness to make extra effort
plays.” He also said that the
team’s success ultimately “depends on everybody in the
program moving in the same
direction and being on the
same page.”
Photo courtesy of David Weigel, Jr.
He believes the team truly
0HPEHUV RI WKH ;DYLHU ZRPHQ·V VRFFHU WHDP FHOHEUDWH D JRDO LQ LWV  YLFWRU\ RYHU 6HWRQ +DOO ODVW
“works
for each other, plays
7KXUVGD\7KHZLQPDGHWKH0XVNHWHHUVDORFNIRULWVÀUVWHYHU%LJ(DVW7RXUQDPHQWDSSHDUDQFH
for each other and sacrificthe game-winning goal for lantic 10 Conference.
es for each other. When you
onships.”
the Musketeers. Doss was reFirst-year head coach Nate
Lie took over the role as have a team with that type of
cently named to the Big East Lie was enthusiastic about the head coach of the women’s character, success usually folhonor roll for her clutch goal. opportunity that this win pre- soccer team this offseason af- lows.”
The
remarkable
win sented.
The Musketeers will play
ter serving for four years as
against Seton Hall allowed
“We are excited to repre- the associate head coach at their final regular season
Xavier to secure a spot in sent Xavier University in the the University of Cincinnati. game against Georgetown
the Big East Tournament, its Big East Tournament, espe- Lie praised the school stat- this Thursday.
first-ever in program histo- cially with it being the first ing that, “I found an immeThe Big East tournament
ry. This will be Xavier’s first time,” Lie said. “We hope it’s diate connection with Xavier is slated to begin on Sunday,
appearance in a conference the expectation going for- University— the campus, the with Xavier’s opponent still
tournament since 2003 when ward and that we can also community and the mission to be determined from the
the team competed in the At- begin competing for champi- statement.”
outcome of conference play.

Fitzpatrick breaks Xavier
school record at Palmetto

Photo courtesy of XU Athletics

Sophomore Mikayla Fitzpatrick broke a women’s golf school record with her two-under par performance at
WKH3DOPHWWR,QYLWDWLRQDOODVWZHHN6KHDOVRFDSWXUHGKHUÀUVWFDUHHUUXQQHUXSÀQLVKDQGWKWRSÀQLVK

BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
The women’s golf team
ended the fall season on a
strong note, shooting a team
best 899 (+35) in the Palmetto Invitational.
The event was hosted by
the College of Charleston in
Kiawah Island, S.C., at the
Turtle Point Golf Course
from Oct. 22-24.
As a team, Xavier finished
just one shot behind fifth
place Marshall (898) and four
shots behind fourth-place Old
Dominion (895) in a highly
competitive field.
Overall, the team was just

six strokes behind claiming a
top-three spot in the tournament.
In addition to the team’s
success, sophomore Mikayla
Fitzpatrick broke the school
record for the lowest score
in a tournament. Fitzpatrick
shot a 214 (-2) for the event,
breaking Audrey Fellmeth’s
seven-year-old record of 215
(-1).
Her score was good enough
for a second-place finish overall. This was her first career
runner-up finish, and her performance marked her 10th
top-10 finish while competing
for the Musketeers.

Freshman Andie Shukow
also finished in the top 20,
posting a solid 225 (+9) to
finish tied for 18th.
Redshirt senior Grace
Howie, junior Mikayla Smith
and freshman Amy Kucera all
also finished in the top 100,
with scores of 230 (+14) to
finish tied for 42nd, 234 (+18)
to finish tied for 59th, and 244
(+28) to finish tied for 79th
respectively.
The fall season is finished
for the team, and play will resume in Port St. Lucie, Fla.,
at the Ball State Sunshine Invitational scheduled to take
place Feb. 9-10.

Dykema delivers

BY TIM KRAMER
Staff Writer

The Xavier men’s tennis team wrapped up its fall
campaign after competing
in the ITA Ohio Valley Regional Championship at the
Goodfriend Tennis Center in
Knoxville, Tenn.
The ITA invitational consisted of 25 teams with the
top four players of each team
as representatives.
Three freshmen competed
for the Musketeers including
Jan Vrba, Brett Winters and
Alejandro Rodriguez-Vidal.
Head coach Doug Matthews said that this was the
first time in a while that Xavier sent three freshmen to the
ITA.
Winters was the sole competitor able to advance in the
singles main draw, collecting
a victory by defeating Lorenzo Rollhauser of Dayton by
scores of 6-1, 3-6, 6-1. He
was later defeated by Robert
Herrera of ETSU. This was
a good experience for the talented freshmen, according to
Matthews.
“They were able to see

the next level of talent and
teams, which reinforces that
they need to continue to work
hard,” Matthews said.
Junior Jack Dykema was
the lone upperclassman to
compete this weekend, providing much-needed veteran
experience.
After dropping matches
on Friday, Vrba and Dykema
both competed in the consolation bracket on Saturday.
Vrba came up short in the
first round being defeated by
Jorge Alfonzo of Tennessee
State, while Dykema was able
to reach the quarter finals but
fell to Tate Allwardt of Vanderbilt.
Matthews commented that
the team needs to “work more
on doubles” in the offseason.
Xavier is excited to train and
improve in its short offseason.
The Musketeers will open
the spring season against the
Western Michigan Broncos
on Jan. 12 followed by 21
more matches.
The spring season will culminate with the coveted Big
East Tournament, which will
be held in April.

Photo courtesy of Travis Bell

Junior Jack Dykema in tournament action at the ITA Ohio Valley Regional
&KDPSLRQVKLS+HDGYDQFHGWRWKHTXDUWHUÀQDOVRYHUWKHZHHNHQG
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Outlook for the 2017 World Series
Astros, Dodgers battle to be crowned champions of Major League Baseball

BY JACK DUNN
Staff Writer
The Los Angeles Dodgers defeated the Houston Astros last night in Game 1 of
the World Series by a score
of 3-1. Clayton Kershaw
picked up the win, and Dallas
Keuchel picked up the loss.
The game got started with
a bang when Dodgers outfielder Chris Taylor drilled
the first pitch he saw for a
home run. The Astros struck
back, with third basemen Alex
Bregman hitting his own homer in the fourth inning.
It was a pitching duel, with
Kershaw tying the single
game World Series strikeout
record with 11 punch outs.
Keuchel was pitching well until the 6th, where he gave up
a two-run home run to NLCS
hero Justin Turner. The Astros were unable to answer,
and Dodger closer Kenly Jansen was able to collect the
save.
The Dodgers clinched
their first World Series berth
in 29 years after defeating the
Chicago Cubs in the National
League Championship Series
four games to one. After losing to Chicago in the same
series last year, the Dodgers

Photo courtesy of espn.com

Dodgers ace pitcher Clayton Kershaw delivered a masterful performance, tallying a win in Game 1. The Dodgers
are trying to capture an elusive World Series that has escaped them for nearly the past three decades.

took a commanding 3-0 lead
heading into Game 4.
The Cubs were able to stave
off elimination for one more
game. The Dodgers struck
back, defeating the Cubs 11-1
in Game 5. Dodgers outfielder
Enrique Hernández tied the
MLB record with three HRs
and seven RBIs in a single
post season game.
Clayton Kershaw also
pitched well, holding the
Cubs to three hits and one run

across six innings. There were
co-MVPs of the NLCS this
year, with Taylor and Turner
winning the honors.
The Astros clinched their
first berth since 2005 in dramatic fashion, defeating the
New York Yankees in Game
7 of the American League
Championship Series and
winning 4-0. The Yankees,
historically baseball’s winningest franchise with 27 World
Series Championships, did not

go down easily.
Down 2 games to none, the
Yankees came back and won
three games in a row at home
to go up 3-2. However, thanks
to a masterful performance in
Game 6 by ALCS MVP Justin Verlander and the bat of
regular season MVP candidate Jose Altuve, the Astros
were able to make their second World Series appearance,
their first since joining the
American League.

Pitching will be the key to
victory in this World Series.
Both teams have aces who are
widely considered the best of
the generation.
Verlander and Kershaw
have both had hugely successful careers that have resulted
in multiple Cy Young awards
and even one MVP win (Verlander), and countless runner-up performances in both
categories.
Both pitchers have found
mixed results when it comes
to post-season results, as both
players are looking for their
first ring. Kershaw dazzled
in Game 1 with 11 strikeouts
and Verlander will get the ball
in Game 2. How these two
players perform will make or
break their team’s chances at
the title.
This is the first time since
1970 World Series that two
100 win teams will square off.
Before this year, the Dodgers have made 18 appearances with six wins, while the
Astros lost in 2005 to the
Chicago White Sox. Game 2
is tomorrow at 8:09 p.m. in
LA, with the Series going to
Houston the next three games
(if necessary) starting on Friday at 8:09 p.m.

College football teams’ midseason report cards

Analysis: Notre Dame, Penn State on the upswing, Tennessee, USC in trouble
BY COLIN COOPER
Staff Writer
As the midpoint of the
college football season comes
and goes, there is a lot to talk
about. Upsets, late-game heroics and Heisman-worthy
performances have all been
a part of this year’s college
football campaign.
All of these factors set up
a thrilling finish to the regular and post-season but now
seems like an appropriate time
to gauge where things are at
compared to where they were
at the start of the season.
Let’s all become business
majors for a few minutes and
see how some stocks are moving.

Stock Up:
Notre Dame: After an
early-season loss to Georgia,
Irish fans and those across
college football were expecting another disappointing 3-4
loss season for the team. Since
that loss, however, the Irish
have been rolling. In its last
five games, Notre Dame has
won all five by at least three
or more touchdowns. Its most
emphatic win came this past
weekend against rival USC,
beating the 10th-ranked Trojans 49-14. If the Irish want
to have a shot at making the
Playoff, they’ll need to win
out down the stretch as well

Photo courtesy of sbnation.com

Penn State running back Saquon Barkley has been dominating defenses all year. The Nittany Lions face a
one-loss Ohio State this weekend in a game that may determine the winner of the Big Ten East division.

as receive some help from
teams above them losing.
Penn State: Despite one
close game at Iowa, the Nittany Lions have been nothing
but dominant all season long.
Heisman frontrunner Saquon
Barkley has been running all
over on teams and is a key reason why the team’s stock continues to rise.
If Penn State wants its
stock to keep climbing and
wants a chance at a Big Ten ti-

tle, it will need to beat a tough
Ohio State team this weekend
in Columbus.
Army: For just the second
time in the last 30 years, Army
is bowl eligible in back-toback seasons. The 6-2 Black
Knights defeated Temple this
past weekend to secure another bowl berth for head coach
Jeff Monken. Since Monken’s
arrival in 2014, Army has a
win over Navy and two bowl
berths.

Stock Down:
USC: At the start of the
season, USC was the trendy
pick for the College Football Playoff (CFP), but in a
span of just four weeks, the
team’s hopes for a CFP appearance has vanished. Poor
performances by quarterback
Sam Darnold and the Trojan
defense have left the team in
shambles after losses against

Washington State and Notre
Dame. A season that was filled
with so much hope and optimism has now become one of
questions and adversity. The
Trojans look to win out and
make a respectable bowl game.
Tennessee and Butch
Jones: It wouldn’t be a true
college football season if
Tennessee wasn’t overhyped
to begin the year, right? Since
Butch Jones’ arrival as head
coach in 2013, the Volunteers
have not won more than 10
games or competed for an
SEC title. This season the
Vols are 3-4 with zero wins in
conference play. This has the
Tennessee fan base more than
angry, calling for the firing of
Jones.
Targeting Penalties: It’s
almost hard to believe that the
stock of targeting penalties
could go even lower than what
it was to begin the season, but
unfortunately, it has.
The NCAA still does not
have a clear definition of the
call, and its inconveniencing
everyone. Players are getting
tossed out of games for calls
that the referees don’t even
understand themselves. Hopefully, by next season, some
changes are made.
Regardless of where your
teams stock is at, the conclusion of the college football
season should be as exciting
and unpredictable as it has
ever been.
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Director James Tolback faces sexual
assault allegations

Arts & Entertainment

xaviernewswire.com

Dora the Explorer
gets live makeover

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIQ\GDLO\QHZVFRP

7KH +ROO\ZRRG GLUHFWRU KDV FRPH XQGHU ÀUH IRU DOOHJHGO\ XVLQJ KLV
SRVLWLRQRISRZHUWRVH[XDOO\DEXVHPRUHWKDQIHPDOHDFWUHVVHV

BY RILEY HEAD
A&E Editor
The women of Hollywood
are accusing director James
Tolback of sexual assault in a
story that came to light in a
Los Angeles Times on Sunday.
More than 30 women came
forward to tell their story, and
the article reported that according to the women, “In a
hotel room, a movie trailer, a
public park, meetings framed
as interviews or auditions
quickly turned sexual.”
Tolback has denied all
claims against him. He has
denied ever meeting any of
the women— or if he did meet
them, it “was for five minutes
and (he had) no recollection.”
He claimed that for the last 22
years, it was “biologically impossible” for him to take part
in the behavior the women
described in the article, saying
he had diabetes and a heart
condition requiring medication, the Los Angeles Times
reported. He has declined to
elaborate on those claims.
As a Xavier Theatre major
and someone who has been
following the recent scandals, Cassie Delicath said, “As
somebody who is in theater, I
think it is really important for
theater to have a message and
speak out against injustices in
the world.” Delicath believes
that a stronger internal light
should be shown on these issues. “I think one of the biggest things that (the scandal)
tells me is that we need to do
more productions that speak
out against sexual assaults or
gender-based violence or discrimination based on gender.”
The Tolback claims come
right on the tails of the accusations made against the

former
critically-acclaimed
Hollywood director, Harvey Weinstein. More than
40 women have spoken out
against Weinstein since a New
York Times story earlier this
month and the number continues to rise. The director
has also denied all accusations
of sexual assault but is still
facing unprecedented consequences. As well as ostracization from the community that
once held him in high regard,
Weinstein has been stripped
of many of his accolades and
his film studio is facing possible legal repercussions.
The allegations also have
effects that reach far past Hollywood.
Delicath said “It makes me
nervous being a female in a
field where women are taken
advantage of. I think it motivates me to be stronger and
more spoken out and stand
up for things, so women who
don’t necessarily have a voice
like I do right now at Xavier,
it makes it more important for
me to speak up about things I
think are important.”
The news of Weinstein’s
misconduct sparked outrage
across the country, and a
hashtag was launched in solidarity of the victims. Women and men who have experience sexual assault shared
their stories on social media
with #metoo. The amount
of stories shared online shed
light on the sheer volume of
the problem and has helped
opened an honest dialogue.
Celebrities including Gabrielle Union and Terry Crews
sharing their stories helped
break down negative stigmas
surrounding sexual assault
and encouraged more people
to share their story.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIWKHVRXUFHFRP

7KHDQLPDWHGFKLOGUHQ·VFODVVLFKDVEHHQRQIRU\HDUVEXWLVQRZWDNLQJRQDOLYHFDVWPRYLHUHPDNH$FFRUGLQJ
WRVRPHVRXUFHVWKHPRYLHUHPDNHZLOOIHDWXUH'RUDXVLQJH[SORVLYHV/LWWOHHOVHKDVEHHQUHOHDVHGDVRIQRZ

Director Michael Bay is taking on the live movie
remake of the popular animated kids show
BY KEVIN THOMAS
Campus News Editor

The year is 2019. You’re
sitting in a movie theater.
You hear a familiar voice say,
“Hola! Soy Dora,” and the
words “The Dora Movie” appear on the screen, then slowly fade away to be replaced by
metallic letters: “A Michael
Bay Film.”
That’s right. A live action
film adaptation of the popular Nickelodeon TV show
that ran from 2000 to 2014 is
in the making and is rumored
to be scheduled for release in
2019. As of now, there isn’t a
director signed on to the project, but the film is being written by Nick Stoller, known for
directing Neighbors in 2014,
and is going to be produced
by Michael Bay, known for
explosions and directing the
Transformers franchise.
“This is actually happening?” junior marketing ma-

jor Ryan Fitzgerald said. “I
can’t believe that. Especially
with (Bay and Stoller) and the
works that they’ve done prior.
I don’t think this is going to
be anything like the Dora that
we’re used to.”
The project will, according
to the information that has
been revealed, not be following the bilingual Latina girl
as a child as most viewers are
used seeing. The story will be
following a teenage Dora as
she moves to the city to live
with her primo, Diego.
“I think (Bay being involved) can definitely spice
up Dora’s exploration into
wherever she goes,” Fitzgerald said. “But this is definitely
a different kind of main role
than a mutant ninja turtle or
giant robot.”
This could lead to the live
action movie having more of
a realistic focus and mature
tone than the TV show dove

into and be less about learning Spanish and more about
the 21st century experience
of Latinx teenagers as Fitzgerald hopes.
“…If that is the case, then
I hope Michael Bay brings
in people that can represent
those experiences correctly,”
Fitzgerald said. “If they do
it, I think that could touch a
different audience that’s not
getting a lot of cultural diversity that they’re used to
watching Michael Bay movies,
just going to the theater for a
thriller.”
Unfortunately, these questions remain unanswered for
the time being as there isn’t
much information available
to the public on who will be
involved with the project,
other than that Bay will be
producing with his Platinum
Dunes label and partners Andrew Form and Brad Fuller,
and that it will be written by
Stoller.
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Entertainment
week in review
Justin Bieber’s new
tattoo

JB faced mixed reactions from fans after
displaying his new tattoo on social media.
It is a very prominent torso peice that features a bird and gargoyles. The peice took 26 hours
over three days to complete. It is the latest installation in Bieber’s ever growing collection of tats.

Stranger Things
seaon two
Photo courtesy of XU Theater

The Resee Whiterspoon classic took a spin on the Xavier stage during parent’s weekend. The movie took on
a musical twist as it explored the themes of female empowerment and feminism in a fun and pink fashion.

Elle Woods comes alive on Xavier’s stage
BY BRITTNEY WELLS
Staff Writer

Legally Blonde is a hallmark of feminist theory. It
is vulnerable in its exploration of sexual harassment,
patriarchal minimization of
women in the workforce and
the discouragement women
looking to enter historically
male-dominated fields experience. Most importantly, the
plot doesn’t follow the story
arch of a typical romantic
comedy, and passes the Bechdel test with flying colors. The
focus of the show is not on
Elle or Paulette as extensions
of the men they care about,
the focus is on them and their
ability to reclaim what was
theirs in the first place: their
femininity.
Just as Elle let her achievements rather than what others
thought of her speak for her
worth, Xavier Theatre put on
a phenomenal show that spoke
highly of Xavier Theatre’s
ability all on its own.
“The set was incredibly
made and the detail in every
aspect of the performance was
great,” noted first-year audience member Tyler Gilkey.
In an interview found in
the program, lighting designer Alice Trent said, “I think it
is a common misconception to
view Legally Blonde as just
a fun romantic comedy. To

be sure, it is funny and there
is a healthy dose of romance
within the script. However,
when I listen to the music and
watch Elle Woods develop as
a person, I find this story really starts to become about empowerment.”
“We did take a more feminist spin on it,” said sophomore Gigi Relic, who played
Elle Woods, “everyone’s on
Elle’s side throughout the
show … it’s so inspiring.”
“When we started the process, I thought Legally Blonde
was a run-of-the-mill singand-dance musical,” said first
year, Seth Mobley, who played
Emmet Richmond. “The perspective Steven took elevated
it to a level that I think is important to today’s society.”
Director Steven Skiles cited the magnitude of the reactions to the Women’s March
on Washington and his female
students as his inspiration for
choosing the show. In his director’s notes, Skiles describes
“the reactions of so many of
the theatre students, particularly the female students, to
what was happening in Washington that day. I wanted to
find a show that helped tell
their story.”
Relic also noted that getting to “play with dogs” was
her favorite part. The audience adored the cast, but loved
their two canine companions

marginally more. Bruiser and
Rufus, played by Biscuit and
Jackson, stole the audience’s
heart with their charm and
tricks. There’s something
pure and heartwarming about
incorporating a girl’s best
friend.
The show explores serious themes and exposes gender inequality, but what sets
it apart from other icons of
feminism is that it is funny,
entertaining, and in Xavier
Theatre’s production, incredibly well done. Choreographer
Rachel Petranek a junior, said
that “as a cast they grew so
much from the beginning to
the end … the community was
so supportive and inspiring.”
Specifically, Petranek and
I discussed the noteworthy
high kicks and phenomenal
blocking. At various moments
throughout the show I noticed
the director, choreographer
and set designer’s purposeful and effective use of levels.
The energy of the cast was
matched in the first and second acts, and the performers
truly seemed “whipped into
shape” by the fast-moving
choreography. The costuming
was consistent with the time
period and wonderfully, blaringly pink.
Xavier Theatre’s production of “Legally Blonde: The
Musical” left the audience “so
much better than before.”

The extremely popular
Netflix original is planned
to release its second season
Oct. 27. The new season will have nine episodes and is said
to be Halloween themed. The entire original cast will return to continue the plot and answer questions left over
from season one. The anticipation is high as the first season
had 18 Emmy nominations alone.

Sam Smith comes
out as nonbinary

The British singer came out in an interview with the Sunday Times. Smith said “I don’t know what the title would
be, but I feel just as much woman as I am man.” Support
from the LGBTQ+ community has been instant and overwhelming as many feel excited that representation in popular media is growing.

Kylie Jenner pregnancy update

Since the rumor
broke Sept. 22,
no further evidence has been presented to further either side of the argument. The social media star is known for her revealing body
shots, yet she has not shared any since the rumors started. She has avoided public apperances-- even skipping New
York Fashion Week.

Lady GaGa joins
the presidents

Former Presidents Jimmy Carter, George H. W. Bush, Bill
Clinton, George W. Bush and Barack Obama joined Lady
Gaga for a benefit concert at the One America Appeal
Fundraiser on Saturday. The benefit raised over $31 million
for disaster relief following the numerous hurricanes that
have destroyed regions of the U.S.

Photo courtesy of washingtonenquirer.com
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1. Halloweentown
This late 90s “Disney Channel Original Movie” follows a quirky teenage witch as she saves
a town full of supernatural beings. This flick is
totally tame while still giving you a Halloween
kick and major nostalgia vibes.
2. Donnie Darko
This cult classic takes place throughout the
entire month of October, with its mind-blowing twists happening right around Halloween.
It’s not your classic Halloween film, but it will
leave you feeling a little uneasy without being
totally spooked.
3. Psycho
Take a turn for a true classic that’s old enough
to not give you too much of a scare. The film
follows a woman who mysteriously skips town
and stays at the infamous Bates Motel, which
is run by a suspicious man. If you like this, be
sure to check out the show on Netflix named
after the same creepy inn.
4. Coraline
The animation in this movie should be
enough to make you want to snuggle up with
some popcorn. Though it’s a family movie,
Coraline definitely provides some spookiness
with its strange button-eyed characters and
eerie alternate-universe plotline.

5. Scream
Another classic, but this time in color. This
1996 slasher has a few jump-scares, but overall
it’s a dark comedy that satirizes the cliches of
horror films in a way that makes it wonderfully self-aware, and even funny.
6. Nightmare Before Christmas
Is it a Halloween movie or a Christmas movie? Halloween, duh. Take a trip down memory
lane with the iconic Jack Skellington as he
sings cooky songs and goes up against your
favorite boogieman.
7. Hocus Pocus
A somewhat comedic tale about three evil
witches who come back to life one Halloween
night on the hunt to find a child to sacrifice
for their own immortality.
8. The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
Nothing quite screams classic Halloween like
this 1949 animated Disney short. Complete
with a Headless Horseman, this oldie-but-agoodie is sure to get you feeling spooked up.
9. It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown
Take it back to 1996 and hang out with the
Peanuts gang in this animated special that will
make you feel like a kid again.

10. Twitches
Nothing beats the iconic Tia and Tamera sisters turning into full-on witches. Watch them
learn how to use their powers to save their
kingdom in this early-2000s flick.

***BONUS MOVIE***
You’re Next
For a modern slasher, this is your pick—
though it’s not for the squeamish. It’s fresh, it’s
fun and it’s full of suspense and jump scares.
As definitely the scariest movie on this list
(and the reason it’s at the bottom), it’s not for
the faint of heart. But you’re in for a cool and
refreshing twist from this indie horror film.

Annie Degrood. Jack’o’lantern and His Father.
October 24, 2017.

Halloween Themed
Crossword

1. This Peanuts character is the biggest believer in the Great Pumpkin.
2. This holiday occurs every October 31st.
3. The Walking Dead is about these monsters.
4. This sugary sweet was used as fake blood in Psycho.
5. The most controversial Halloween candy to exist.
6. Who you gonna call?
7. The head for the headless horseman.
8. Everyone’s favorite cousin from the Addams family.
9. Across: A friendly ghost. Down: What children wear on Halloween.
10. Everyone’s favorite three Hocus Pocus witches hail from this place.
11. This index finger’s favorite thing to say.
12. A famous play written during the time of the Red Scare.
13. Only this type of bullet will kill a werewolf.
14. Actress who plays everyone’s favorite grandma in Halloweentown.
15. The wickedest green witch of the west.
16. The scientist of Mary Shelley’s creation.
17. A teenage witch.
18. An Edgar Allan Poe poem.
19. Adjective synonymous with possessed.

Aries: No way, you will actually see the

Libra: Hey did it hurt when you fell

Taurus: There is a fairly good, definite
chance that your room is haunted. Who
ya gonna call?

Scorpio: There will be lots of uncer-

Great Pumpkin this Halloween!

Gemini: You’ll find free parking downtown for your broom, how spell-tacular!

from heav—oh wait is that an angel
costume.

tainty as to whether you’re walking
through a real or fake spiderweb.

Sagittarius: Don’t let the boos get the
best of you.

Cancer: It’s about to be a pretty witchy

Capricorn: Follow the red balloon
into the gutter, there you will find your
destiny. #naturalselectionbaby

Leo: Don’t forget to call your mummy,
she’s been waiting by the phone for
about 5,000 years.

Aquarius: Your weekly mood 365
days of year is Wednesday Addams
and it just intensified this week.

Virgo: You will be first in line to buy all

Pisces: A modern day horror story will

week.

of the marked down candy the day after
Halloween.

happen tomorrow. Your phone will die
with no charger in sight.

